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MONARCH 7 IL is Nikon's peak achievement in the field of weapon scopes. The image in the field of vision is
distinguished by brightness and high contrast. Lenses with multilayer anti-reflective coatings ensure maximum
transmission of light. The picture is not only clear and crystal clear, but also well balanced color. Glass-threaded crossstitch and a robust, one-piece tube with a diameter of 30 mm ensure high durability. Eyepiece with fast focusing is
characterized by a large offset of the exit pupil, which allows accurate aiming in the entire zoom range. Adjusting the
wind and height correction with the immediate reset function. The cross-hair highlighting can be adjusted in the range of
32 degrees of brightness. Characteristics â€¢ 30 mm tube diameter and 4x zoom â€¢ a light point with a wide intensity
range, with automatic shut-off â€¢ Lenses with multilayer anti-reflective coatings â€¢ a large diameter eyepiece with
convenient removal of the exit pupil â€¢ manual correction of the wind and height correction with the immediate zeroing
function enabling easy and accurate adjustment of the cross thread â€¢ lightweight and robust one-piece main body â€¢
etched cross of threads for greater durability â€¢ eyepiece with quick focusing of the thread cross â€¢ waterproof
construction protected against fogging, ensuring the correct operation of the telescope in various conditions â€¢ the
eyepiece cover can be used to open the battery cover Technical parameters â€¢ model: Nikon Monarch 7 IL 1.5-6x42
BRA15001 â€¢ magnification (x): 1.5-6 â€¢ Lens diameter: 42 mm â€¢ coatings: multilayer â€¢ cross: made of threads, R # 4
etched â€¢ Excavation: 7 mm (with 6x magnification) â€¢ distance between output tube: 96.5 - 94 mm â€¢ tube: ? = 30 mm,
one-piece â€¢ Lens diameter: 49.3 mm â€¢ external eyepiece diameter: 44 mm â€¢ immediate resetting of the knob: yes â€¢
adjustment (mm / 1 click) @ 100 m: 7 â€¢ regulation (MOA / 1 click): 1/4 â€¢ maximum internal cross thread adjustment
(MOA): 156 â€¢ parallax regulation: from 91.44 m to infinity â€¢ field of view: 15 ° - 3.8 ° / 26.4 - 6.6 m / 100 m â€¢ backlight:
yes, 32 degrees of intensity â€¢ automatic power off: yes, two hours after the last press of the control button â€¢ power
supply: CR2032x1 â€¢ watertightness and protection against evaporation (nitrogen): yes â€¢ in the set of lids, sun visor â€¢
length: 311 mm â€¢ weight: 590 g Warranty 30 years
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